IEEE—Serving the Needs of Industry

Employee Recruitment through IEEE
An organization is a reflection of the employees who work within it. Gaining and keeping a
competitive edge in any technical field requires the right resource tools and unique networking
possibilities of IEEE.
IEEE and its many local sections and societies give employees the environment they need to
develop their technical skills further because they are among some of the top technical leaders
in industry today.
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Discover New Industry Leaders
Recruit through IEEE Job Fairs
IEEE has many student branches located
around the world. When these young technical
professionals graduate, they join IEEE programs
designed to help them look for work with quality
organizations like yours. IEEE Job Fairs are a great
way to find and recruit these candidates before
your competitors do.
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Recruit through the IEEE Job Site
Post job listings and search through senior-level

Through its many publications,
IEEE enables your researchers
to share their technological
advancements with other
industry leaders, making a

managers, top engineers and technology experts in
every sector. You will find pre-qualified candidates
with resumes that match your organizational needs
and make job offers to these top-notch candidates
before your competitors even know about them.

strong and visible statement

Members discover that IEEE is more than a worldwide technical association.

about your company.

IEEE provides global networks and opportunities that would benefit any technical
professional, no matter where they are located. IEEE gives employees the reach
they need to develop further.
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Local IEEE Sections—Enable Your Employees
IEEE’s local sections and technical societies partner together to encourage the professional and
personal development of its members. The result enables employees to work on projects more
efficiently and focus more on innovation.
“The two most important factors
of being an engineer are staying
up with cutting-edge technology

Nurture Your Employees

and networking. What I think

Volunteering and Project Planning

IEEE provides is the best

Employees can participate locally within their IEEE section—the activities are related

combination of both worlds.

to the technologies they work with everyday. Your employees can gain valuable time

Because of that, membership

management and leadership skills as they learn how to team build and motivate

is just priceless.”

other individuals.

M
 egha Basu, IEEE Graduate Student
Member, Cornell University Laboratory

The IEEE Continuing Education Providers
Program (CEP)
The CEP Program teams with universities and
private continuing education providers in your area
to offer IEEE section members significant discounts
on continuing education, and certificate and
graduate degree courses.
The IEEE eLearning Library
This premier online collection of over 200 short
technical courses and conference workshops are
expert-written and peer-reviewed. Your employees
could earn CDU and PDH credits at their own pace,
no matter where they are in the world.

Please feel free to contact us if you have any ideas
so we can explore ways to partner with you.

Ask your local IEEE section leader about any local events,
sponsorship or marketing opportunities your organization
could get involved in.

